Experimental Study into Effect of Developing Section Length on The Heat Transfer Process in a Horizontal Annulus
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ABSTRACT

An experimental investigation has been presented to study the heat transfer process in thermally developed region of horizontal concentric annulus with an adiabatic inner tube and uniformly heated outer tube. Three lengths of entrance section have been used to achieve the hydrodynamically fully developed flow before test section with \((L/D_h=50, 75\text{ and } 100)\). The study has covered the range of Reynolds number \((450 \leq Re \leq 2000)\) and Richardson number \((0.1 \leq Ri \leq 0.7)\). Results show that the heat transfer process in the lower part of annulus is better than that in the upper part; and the vortex strength increases as Rayleigh and Rynolds numbers increase. An empirical correlation for the average Nusselt number as a function of Rayleigh and Reynolds numbers and \(L/D_h\) has been deduced and compared with available literatures to give the same trend and behavior.
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دراسة عملية لتأثیر طول مقطع التشكيل على عملية انتقال الحرارة بتجویف حلقي أفقي
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الخلاصة:

تم أجراء تجارب عملية لدراسة عملية انتقال الحرارة بمنطقة التشكيل الحراري لتجویف حلقي مترمركز بانثوب داخلى ممزوج وانثوب خارجي مسخن تسخين منتظم، استخدمت ثلاث اطوال لمقطع الدخول للحصول على جريان تام التشكيل الهيدروديناميكى \((L/D_h=50, 75\text{ and }100)\). طبقت النتائج بأن عملية انتقال الحرارة بالجزء السفلي لتجویف حلقي أفضل من الجزء العلوي، ومقاومة الدوامة بزيادة رقم Ra ووقعة رقم Ra، ورقم Re ورقم Ra ورقم Re كدالة لرقم Re ورقم Nu، تم استنباط معادلة تجريبية لرقم Re ورقم Ra ورقم Re، ورقم Ra ورقم Re، ورقم Re ورقم Ra لمقطع المحمد وقورنلت مع الادبيات السابقة لتعطي نفس السلوك والمنحنى.
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AINTRODUCTION

The influence of free convection on forced convective heat transfer can be significant. In many practical situations where the buoyancy force is high and the forced flow is low, the free and forced convection effects can be of comparable order of magnitude. This occurs in heat exchangers designed for viscous liquids, pipelines used for transporting oil, and heat exchangers for gas flows [Yousef and Tarasuk 1982]. When heat is transferred through the outer tube wall of a horizontal annulus, the warmer fluid moves upward along the side walls, and, by continuity, the heavier fluid near the center gap of annular duct flows downward. As a result, a two symmetrical spiral-like motion is formed. This secondary flow is driven by the radial temperature variation. Experimental and theoretical studies on combined free and forced convection in tubes, channels, and around immersed bodies have been reported by several investigators. A few investigations deal with the influence of free convection on forced convection in a horizontal annulus (Ciampi, et al 1987, Habib, et al 2001, Kaviany 1986, Kotake, et al 1985, Mohammed 2007, Nazrul, et al 2001, Nieckele, et al 1985, Gada A. Sadiq 2009). No experimental data, about the influence of using of calming section with different values of \( \frac{L}{D_h} \) before the heated section of annulus with an adiabatic inner tube and uniformly heated outer tube, are available.

The primary motivation of the problem considered in the present study is to improve our understanding of the combined convection phenomena under various effected variables to enhance finally the heat transfer coefficients whenever this field is used in the practical applications. The important objective of this study can be recorded as follows:

1- To present the effect of increasing of calming section length (i.e; the values \( \frac{L}{D_h} \)) on the heat transfer process.
2- To know at any angular location and longitudinal position, the heat transfer coefficient becomes maximum.
3- To present the effect of Ra, Re, q and Ri on the heat transfer process.
4- Finally to obtain a correlation describes the average Nusselt as a function of Ra, Re, and \( \frac{L}{D_h} \); and compare it with available literature.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Flow Loop:

The test facility used in this experimental investigation is shown in Fig (1). Air used as the working fluid was circulated around the loop using centrifugal fan (1). The air flow rate through the test section was regulated using flow control valve (14). The test section was mounted on a rigid wooden board. Three thermocouples were used to measure the inlet and outlet bulk temperature (15), one was fixed in mixing chamber, and the two others were fixed in the exit Teflon piece. The flow rate was measured by using \( H_2O \) manometer (3).

Test section and heating element:

The annular tube test section (10) was constructed using copper and aluminum for inner and outer tube; respectively, with length of 1200mm, inner diameter of outer of 21.9mm, and outside diameter of inner tube of 52.3mm. The experimental apparatus consisted of three parts: a hydrodynamic developing length (8) of 1500 mm, 2250 mm and 3000 mm, a mixing chamber (5) length of 300mm, a heated section (10) length of 1200mm. The developing section was constructed with the heated section by Teflon connection pieces (9) bored with the same inside diameter of the heated outer tube and outside diameter of the inner
tube which was insulated from its inside by fiber glass. The Teflon material was chosen because of its low thermal conductivity so the test section was first covered by an electrical insulating as shown in Fig.(1) varnish coating and then wrapped by a layer of asbestos with thickness of 1.5mm to protect the varnish from the heater wires. The heating wires were then covered with high temperature; high thermal conductivity cements to ensure that the wires remained firmly in place at all operating temperatures. Also to uniformly distribute the input heat. Layers of asbestos (12) and Gibson (13) covered the whole test section with thickness of 6.5mm and 5.7mm, respectively for thermal insulation as shown in Fig.1. Two pairs of thermocouple were installed in asbestos layer between the heated and the insulation as two thermocouples at three stations along the heated section to perform heat loss calculation through the test section lagging and the measured heat loss was used in adjusting the electrical power input. Also, to evaluate the heat losses from the ends of the test section, two thermocouples were fixed in each Teflon piece. By knowing the distance between these thermocouples and the thermal conductivity of the Teflon, the end losses can be calculated. Wall temperatures were measured within the heated section by thermocouples type (k). The inlet bulk temperature was measured at the settling chamber and the outlet bulk temperature was measured by inserting two thermocouples in mixing chamber. A straight line was fitted between the inlet and outlet bulk temperatures.

Fig.(1) Diagram of Experimental Arrangement
Uncertainty analysis:

The accuracy of experimental results depends upon the accuracy of the individual measuring instruments and the manufacturing accuracy of the circular annular tube. The accuracy of any instrument also is limited by its minimum division (its sensitivity). The calculation of the error, precision, and the general validity of the experimental measurements were carried out. In fact, the magnitude of the experimental error is always uncertain. In the present work, the uncertainties in heat transfer coefficient (Nusselt number), Reynolds number and Rayligh number were estimated following the differential approximation method as reported by [Holman 1984]. The differential approximation method was considered to evaluate the uncertainty in result \( R \) that is a function of the independent parameter: \( Y_1, Y_2, \ldots, Y_n \).

\[ R = R(Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, \ldots, Y_n) \]  

At the same time it may perturb the variables by \( \Delta Y_1, \Delta Y_2, \Delta Y_3, \ldots, \Delta Y_n \), then:

\[ R(Y_1 + \Delta Y_1) = R(Y_1 + \Delta Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, \ldots, Y_n) \]
\[ R(Y_n + \Delta Y_n) = R(Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, \ldots, Y_n + \Delta Y_n) \]

Therefore, for small enough values of the quantities \( \Delta Y_1, \Delta Y_2, \Delta Y_3, \ldots, \Delta Y_n \), the partial derivatives can be well approximated by:

\[ \frac{\partial R}{\partial Y_i} \approx \frac{R(Y_i + \Delta Y_i) - R(Y_i)}{\Delta Y_i} \]  

where \( i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, n \)

If there are uncertainties \( W_1, W_2, W_3, \ldots, W_n \), in the independent variables and \( W_R \), is the uncertainty in the result on the same odds, then the uncertainty in the result can be given as:

\[ W_R = \left[ \left( \frac{\partial R}{\partial Y_1} W_1 \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial R}{\partial Y_2} W_2 \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial R}{\partial Y_3} W_3 \right)^2 + \ldots + \left( \frac{\partial R}{\partial Y_n} W_n \right)^2 \right]^{\frac{1}{2}} \]

Experimental procedure:

The input electric power to the working annulus is regulated by an AC power variac and measured by a digital wattmeter with a resolution of 0.01 W. The steady state is considered to be achieved when the temperature reading of each thermocouple did not change by more than 0.5 °C within 25 min. When the steady state condition is established, the
reading of all thermocouples, the input power and the inlet and outlet bulk temperatures are recorded. The readings of all thermocouples have been taken by a precalibrated digital temperature recorder capable of reading 0.01°C via a multi-switch. The steady state condition for each run achieved after approximately 4 hours. In the present work, calming section (entrance section) has been used that in which the flow is hydrodynamically developed, thermally developing and thermally fully developed at the entrance of the test section in the present work, the Reynolds number under consideration is ranged from 450 to 2000, indeed this range has been selected after so many experimental attempts in order to ensure that the mixed convection regime has been covered and accordingly this range gives the thermally developing flow and the thermally fully developed flow cases.

Checking the assumptions:

Theoretically, to have a hydrodynamically developed flow, the hydrodynamic entry length of the flow is a function of Re for low Reynolds number flow as found by solving the complete set of Navier-Stokes Equation. [Shah and London 1978] in their book gave two equations for the hydrodynamic entry length as follows:

\[
\frac{L_{hy}}{D_h} = 0.59 + 0.056 \text{Re} \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{...(5)}
\]

\[
\frac{L_{hy}}{D_h} = \frac{0.6}{0.035 \text{Re}+1} + 0.056 \text{Re} \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{...(6)}
\]

The \(L_{hy}\) predicted by Eq.(5) is somewhat higher than \(L_{hy}\) observed experimentally, where the definitions of both \(L_{hy}\) are the same (a dimensionless duct length required to achieve \(u_{max}\) as 0.99 \(U_{max,fd}\)). So, Eq.(6) is in better agreement with the experimental values [Shah and London 1978].

In the present work, the horizontal position has been chosen to carry out the experiments in order to cover the phenomena of hydrodynamic fully developed mixed convection in the thermal entrance region of annular tube because of importance this position in the practical applications and to give more flexibility for choosing the length of calming section so as to obtain high ranges of Reynolds number. Hence, the deduct the maximum Reynolds number that is used to carry out experiments, Eq.(6) can be written as follows:

\[
0.00196 \text{Re}^2 + (0.056 - 0.035 \frac{L_{hy}}{D_h}) \text{Re} + (0.6 - \frac{L_{hy}}{D_h}) = 0 \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{...(7)}
\]

But the higher value of hydrodynamic entry length has been chosen as 3m (i.e., \(L_{hy}/D_h=100\)), the equation (7) becomes:

\[
0.00196 \text{Re}^2 - 3.444\text{Re}-99.4=0 \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{...(8)}
\]

The solution of this quadratic equation gives the maximum value of Reynolds number as 1785. The lower value of \(L/D_h\) will certainly give lower value of Re. Therefore, from a theoretical point of view, we should carry out the experiments from Reynolds number lower than 1785, so that the flow may be hydrodynamically developed. But, is not enough for us. To avoid this constraint and to increase the maximum Reynolds number that we can use, a stabilization settling chamber of 300mm length has been added at the beginning of calming section. Later on, having like purpose to check if the stabilization chamber helps us to have a hydrodynamically developed flow even for Reynolds number
higher than 1785, we carried out experiments for the Reynolds number range from 450 to 2000 (i.e; the case of hydrodynamic fully developed will happen only at $L/D_h = 100$).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Generally, the temperature and the local Nusselt number distributions along the longitudinal axis for the case of mixed convection circular duct (cylindrical or annular) have the same shape shown in the work of (Abdulhasan, et al). In the present work, the effect of heat flux, Reynolds number, and as a result Richardson number on the average temperature and Nusselt number at the outer heated tube of an annulus for a selected run is carefully studied.

Fig.(2&3) show the variation of outer tube average temperature and Nusselt number with the heat flux ;respectively, for various Reynolds number. The following remarks can be noticed from this figure as follows:

1- For all values of Reynolds number the average temperature value increases as heat flux increases and reaches the value of $800 \text{ W/m}^2$ (critical value) then the behavior is reversed and vice versa for the average Nusselt number. This behavior can be attributed to that when the heat flux lies between $(200-800) \text{ W/m}^2$ the secondary currents resulted from buoyancy force is weak, as a result the values of average temperature increase and the values of average Nusselt number decrease as shown in Fig.(3). Beyond $q=800 \text{ W/m}^2$ (critical value), the secondary currents will be stronger, that leads to decreasing the average temperature values and increasing the heat transfer coefficients which are represented by $Nu_m$.

2- At constant heat flux, the value of average temperature increases as Reynolds number decreases and rice versa for averages Nusselt number because the dominated forced convection in the heat transfer process.

![Fig(2): Effect of heat flux on average temperature of outer tube for various Reynolds number](image)

![Fig(3): Effect of heat flux on average Nusselt number of outer tube for various Reynolds number](image)

Fig.(4&5) show the effect of Richardson number on average temperature and Nusselt number of outer tube for various Rayliegh number($Ra=4.5\times10^4, 5.3\times10^4, 5.8\times10^4$ and $6.8\times10^4$), as be shown in Fig.3 for the same Rayliegh number the average temperature
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increases with increasing of Richardson number until $\text{Ri}=0.6$ (critical values) then the behavior is reverse and vice versa for the average Nusselt number as shown in Fig.(5). This can be attributed to that at low values of Richardson number $\text{Ri}=0.6$ the effect of Reynolds number (forced convection) is greater of Rayliegh number (natural convection), as result the secondary current will be weak leads to reducing in the heat transfer coefficients, but at high values of Richardson number $\text{Ri}>0.6$, the natural convection will be the dominating factor in the heat transfer process. Which improve as $\text{Ri}$ increases. There is not doubt that, the secondary flow due to free convection appears at the start of the annular duct entrance region. This secondary velocity is initially higher in the upper region of the annulus, and increases throughout the cross section until its intensity reaches a maximum at a certain downstream position which depends on Rayliegh number. Further downstream, the secondary flow diminishes gradually, and ultimately vanishes altogether. Increasing Rayliegh number decreases the thermal entrance length prior to the onset of marked free convection effects (i.e; the average nusselt number increases).

The effect of hydrodynamic development length ($L/D_h$) on the average Nusselt number for various Reynolds number and for $Ra=5.6\times10^4$ is shown in Fig.(6). As can be seen from this figure that the heat transfer process improves as ($L/D_h$) increases since as the annular duct is long enough, the velocity will be eventually fully developed in which the fluid temperature in the test section approaches the temperation of heated wall at some where region leading to accelerate the thermal boundary layer development and improves the heat transfer process.

Fig(4): Effect of Richardson number on average temperature of outer tube for various Rayliegh number

Fig(5): Effect of Richardson number on average $\text{Nu}_m$ for various Rayliegh number

Fig(6): Effect of $L/D_h$ on $\text{Nu}_m$ for different values of Reynolds number
The circumferential variations of the local Nusselt number at three positions along the outer tube \((x=0.2\text{m}, \ 0.6\text{m}, \ \text{and} \ 1.2\text{m})\) for \((Ra=4.5 \times 10^4 \& Re=450)\) and \((Ra=6.8 \times 10^4 \& Re=2000)\) are shown in Figs.(7&8); respectively. As can be shown in Fig.6 the maximum local Nusselt number along the outer tube length occurs approximately between \(\phi=120^\circ\&160^\circ\). It is noticed also that the values of circumferential Nusselt number decrease as the flow moves further downstream in the region between \(\phi=0^\circ\&141^\circ\) which the values are the same. Beyond this angular position, the behavior reverses completely. In general, since colder fluid tends to collect below the inner tube and hotter fluid above it, large temperature gradients and higher local Nusselt numbers are to be expected at the bottom. The secondary flows associated with free convection behave so as to reduce temperature difference in the annulus. In the case of outer wall heated, the associated vortex flows have their center in the lower annulus. The vortex strength increases as Rayleigh number and Reynolds number increases as shown in Fig(8) in which the values of circumferential Nusselt number are higher than that in Fig.(7) and increase linearly with the angular position \(\phi\) and tend to be equal along the outer tube length between \(\phi=0^\circ\&90^\circ\), then they increase with flow direction.

**Average heat transfer correlations:**

Since, the heat transfer process in the horizontal annulus with uniformly heated outer tube improves as the length of development section increases, the results of average Nusselt number one correlated in empirical equation and are plotted in Fig(9) in from of log \(Nu_m/(L/D_h)_{cal}\) against log \(Ra/Re\). as can seen from this figure that all the points are represented by straight line of the following equation:

\[
Nu_m = 4.99 \ (Ra/Re)^{-0.569} \ (L/D_h)_{cal}^{-0.0154}
\]  \(\ldots(9)\)
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Fig(10) shows the relation between $\frac{N_u}{Re(L/D_h)}$ against Rayleigh number for the present work and (Ciampia) work to gives the same trend and behavior.

The results of Ciampia work for the average Nusselt number were correlated in the following empirical equation:

$$N_u = 0.2115(Ra)^{0.34}(Re)^{0.08}(L/D_h)^{-0.0113}$$

CONCLUSIONS

1- At axial locations where the secondary motion is prominent, the local Nusselt number becomes higher below the horizontal axis than above the horizontal axis.

2- The entrance section length has important role in the heat transfer process which improves as the flow becomes completely fully developed.

3- The physical behavior of the heat transfer process by mixed convection phenomena depends greatly on Richardson number. This number has a critical value beyond it, the physical behavior is reversed. In this research, for $Ri>0.6$, the heat transfer process improves because of the dominating natural convection which will be stronger than the forced convection.

4- Increasing Rayleigh number decreases the thermal entrance length prior to the onset of marked natural convection effects.

5- The average Nusselt number data are correlated with Ra, Re, and $(L/D_h)_{cal}$, and agreed with the results of (Ciampi) work.

Fig(9): Correlation of average heat transfer data

Fig(10): Comparison the present work with Ciampi work for $\frac{N_u}{Re(L/D_h)}$
NOMENCLATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cp</td>
<td>Specific heat at constant pressure, (J/Kg.°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_h</td>
<td>Hydraulic diameter, (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r_1</td>
<td>Radius of inner tube (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r_2</td>
<td>Radius of outer tube (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>Coefficient of heat transfer, (W/m².°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ</td>
<td>Thermal conductivity (W/m.°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Annulus length, (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>Temperature (°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q_c</td>
<td>Convection heat flux, (W/m²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>Axial distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τ</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dimensionless Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gr</td>
<td>Grashof number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nu</td>
<td>Nusselt number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ra</td>
<td>Rayleigh number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re</td>
<td>Reynolds number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr.Pr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G_z</td>
<td>Graetz number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re.Pr.D_h/x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Greek

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ɸ</td>
<td>Angular position, (degree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>Air density at any point, (kg/m³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>Dynamic viscosity, (Kg/m.s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ν</td>
<td>Kinematics viscosity, (m²/s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subscript

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>Local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f_d,t</td>
<td>Thermally fully developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Bulk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>Film</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hy</td>
<td>Hydrodynamically fully developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>Wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>Inlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cal</td>
<td>Calming section</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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